How to time a chevy 350 distributor

Click to see full answer Also to know is, what should the timing be on a small block Chevy? The
initial timing should be 4 degrees before top dead center BTDC. If the mark is adjacent to a
higher number BTDC, the distributor must be rotated clockwise to bring it down to 4 degrees. If
the number is lower or after top dead center ATDC , turn the distributor counterclockwise. Also,
what happens if ignition timing is too advanced? Symptoms of incorrect ignition timing are poor
fuel economy, sluggish acceleration, hard starting, backfiring, or "pinging" or "spark knock".
Too little spark advance will cause low power, bad gas mileage, backfiring, and poor
performance. Too much advance will cause hard starting and pre- ignition. I usually like to see
about 10 â€” 14 degrees in the distributor and the rest on the crank in most performance
engines. Loosen the distributor hold-down bolt. Turn the distributor and use the timing light to
set the timing to the vehicle manufacturer's specifications. Remove the vacuum advance hose
at the carburetor. Your ignition timing , on the other hand, can be throw off by any number of
little things. The third stroke is the ignition or combustion stroke now we're getting somewhere.
At this point the spark plug fires and ignites the air-fuel mixture, causing the piston to be
pushed back down to the bottom of the stroke. Using the idle speed adjustment at the
carburetor, set the idle speed as low as possible without stalling the motor. Disconnect the
distributor vacuum advance and plug the line. Keep in mind when adjusting the timing , you
have to turn the distributor clockwise to advance and counter-clockwise to retard. Setting by
ear at idle only works for a start. When the advance comes in, you may need more or less
timing. If it pings on accelleration, retard, if it bogs, advance. A: Chevy distributors rotate
clockwise, so you'd want to turn the distributor counterclockwise to advance the timing.
Advancing timing to aid in cold starting will only help if the timing was retarded to begin with.
An HEI distributor is a great piece of equipment for an over-the-road car because it is
completely self-contained. But without an external coil, a stock HEI cannot provide a strong
spark at rpm levels commonly seen on the racetrack. Engines with higher compression or more
horsepower also require a hotter spark. Retarding the timing on these engines compensates for
the denser fuel-air mixtures by firing the plugs later in the compression cycle. This prevents
premature combustion and allows the engine to run at peak performance without destroying
itself in the process. The engine speed operating range affects where the timing is the best.
Increasing the timing advance raises the high-end power , reducing the low-end. Decreasing the
timing advance raises low-end power , reducing the high-end. Let's talk about the effects of
retarding the timing. If the base timing is retarded 5 degrees from spec the engine will become
lazy, and harder to start. It will produce less power torque off idle and rev slower. Advance
timing , and response increases , easier to start, more power torque off idle. Retarded timing
can be defined as changing the timing so that fuel ignition happens later than the
manufacturer's specified time. Initial timing refers to where the timing is set at an idle.
Mechanical timing refers to the amount of advance that the weights, or advance assembly add
to the initial. Total timing is the term given to the highest amount of advance. You always use
the TDC mark to set the initial timing. The mark at 36 degrees or so is just to verify that the
centrifugal advance is correct. When you bump the initial timing up, the total timing can get out
of hand. Make sure the vacuum advance connection is removed, and now rev the engine up to
around 2, to 2, rpm. Ideally, the timing now should be somewhere around 34 to 36 degrees to
total advance. As you are probably aware, at part throttle the engine will create a certain amount
of vacuum in the intake manifold. Plugging your vacuum advance into a direct source will allow
it to engage at idle , which is good for a number of reasons. Much like cruise conditions,
engines run leaner at idle than they do under load. Plug the vacuum advance into a ported
vacuum source and check the idle rpm. Retarding the ignition timing means that the spark has
less time to become energised Before Top Dead Centre BTDC , and so the force with which the
piston comes back down after it has reached TDC is reduced. This means that you will lose
performance , and nobody wants that to happen except the cops. Initial timing is set by
loosening the distributor hold-down bolt and rotating the distributor body. This changes the
relationship between the distributor body and the spinning rotor. Twisting the distributor
opposite to the direction of rotation advances the initial timing. Next is mechanical advance.
What should the timing be on a Chevy ? Category: automotive auto parts. The timing can vary
between 2 and 12 degrees BTDC, the recommended spark plugs are different and even the plug
gaps vary. In most cases starting out with 12 degrees of initial advance is about right. What
causes ignition timing to be off? What should timing advance be at idle? How do I set the timing
on my vacuum gauge? Can you set timing by ear? What is the best distributor for Chevy ? This
high-performance red cap HEI distributor was named our top pick for good reason. Which way
do you turn distributor to advance timing on SBC? Are HEI distributors good? How does
retarding timing affect an engine? Does advancing timing make more power? Does advancing
timing increase idle? What is BTDC timing? What is the difference between initial timing and

total timing? What should timing be set at on BBC? Do you set total timing with vacuum
advance? Does vacuum advance work at idle? How does ignition timing affect performance?
How do I set mechanical advance timing? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. Dropping a distributor
into the engine is a time-honored procedure that has been around since the first engines
coughed their way to life more than years ago. But if you are working on an older engine with a
distributor, this is essential information. For this procedure, we will use a small-block Chevy
because that was the closest engine for the photos. In our case, the spark plugs were all
removed, which makes turning the engine over very easy. If the engine is in the car, you can use
the starter motor to crank the engine. With the Number One spark plug removed, place your
thumb over the hole while turning the engine. Once you feel compression building, look for the
zero mark on the harmonic balancer to approach the timing tag. With that set, remove the cap
from the distributor. We use a black Sharpie to place a mark on the distributor body where we
want the Number One spark plug wire to be located. Also place a mark on the corresponding
Number One plug wire position on the distributor cap. We used a piece of masking tape. With
these marks in place, drop the distributor with the gasket into the distributor hole with the rotor
pointing near the Number One mark. As the distributor drive gear engages the teeth on the
camshaft, this will move the rotor slightly clockwise. Position the distributor so that the vacuum
advance canister is located on the passenger side of the engine pointing roughly forward. If the
rotor is not pointed close to the Number One mark, pull the distributor and re-position the rotor
until it comes close. Unless you are very lucky, the distributor will not drop fully into the intake
manifold. This is normal and is caused by the oil pump drive not engaged into the drive tang in
the distributor. You can remove the distributor and try to re-orient the oil pump drive slot with a
long straight screwdriver, but this is somewhat difficult. After a half rotation or so, the
distributor will drop in place. Now we will need to crank the engine until again it is located at 10
degrees BTDC. With this accomplished, check to ensure the rotor is pointed near the mark on
the distributor body for Number One spark plug wire. If the rotor is not pointing at Number One,
you could twist the distributor body, but if it is off by more than one tooth, this will require
turning the distributor body too far. Instead, you will need to remove the distributor and repeat
the previous process as the rotor is not in the correct position. With the rotor close to the
Number One position, twist the distributor body until the rotor points directly at the Number
One spark plug terminal position mark on the distributor. Now install the distributor cap and
cinch the distributor body down to the intake manifold with the hold-down clamp. Tighten this
lightlyâ€”we may have to move it again when the engine starts. With the distributor in place,
install all of the spark plugs. Now we can connect the spark plug wires to the distributor. Before
we can place the wires in the distributor cap, the first thing we need to know is which direction
the rotor turns. Small- and big-block Fords turn counter-clockwise. Tech Tip: One quick way to
tell on any vacuum advance style distributor is to lay your hand parallel with the vacuum
advance canister and then curl your fingers inward toward the middle of the distributor body.
The direction your fingers point is the direction of rotor movement. This is a cool little trick you
can use on any distributor to determine its rotation. Chevrolet also numbers its cylinders with
odd numbers on the left driver side and even cylinders on the right. Ford does it differently.
Ford numbers its cylinders with Number One on the right front, numbered on the right side with
the left side We started with Number One and worked our way around the distributor cap
clockwise using a set of Summit spark plug wires. Leave a little extra room with the spark plug
wires to allow freedom of movement in the distributor. For Chevys, be careful to make sure 5
and 7 are installed correctly. If the wires are accidentally switched, the engine will not be happy.
Before we try to start the engine, be sure the distributor is connected to switched power. On the
outboard side of this connector, there are two smaller individual connectorsâ€”one for power
from the ignition switch marked BATT and the other for a tach. Connect a timing light to the
Number One cylinder. Assuming the engine starts, make sure the engine is idling at proper idle
speed and not on the fast-idle cam of the choke. If it must be changed, merely loosen the
hold-down nut and adjust the distributor until the initial timing on the crankshaft is at the
desired timing figure. Of course, you are free at this point to set the initial timing at its proper
spec. After replacing the distributor cap and pin, ICM, plugs, wires, coolant temp sensor, oil
pressure switch, the motor runs fine in park. But acceleration up any incline, it looses power.
Need the correct position of ICM wire plugs on distributor cap. Otherwise a great article thanks,
with the advent of the LS, timing the dissy is going to become a lost art. Your email address will
not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Summit Racing Equipment. The left side is numbered , and the right side is The
factory placed it in this location on most Chevy distributors. We marked the body and placed a
piece of tape on the cap. This tang becomes important when we drop the distributor in place as

the tang will likely not engage the oil pump drive. Line the rotor slightly counterclockwise of the
mark on the body and engage the gear teeth. The gear teeth are curved which will swing the
rotor slightly. You may have to play with this a couple of times to place the rotor in the right
position. Do not force the distributor downward. Once the distributor drops in, install the
distributor hold-down clamp and tighten it slightly. Also make sure the rotor is still pointing at
the mark indicating Number One position on the distributor. Install the distributor cap, making
sure the tape mark is lined up with the Sharpie mark on the distributor body. In this case with a
Chevy distributor, the rotor spins clockwise. Then we measure each plug wire separately
allowing room to twist the distributor to set final timing and then crimp the HEI male terminal on
the wire. We place a small amount of the supplied lube in the boot to make it easier to push onto
the wire. Author: Jeff Smith Jeff Smith has had a passion for cars since he began working at his
grandfather's gas station at the age After graduating from Iowa State University with a
journalism degree in , he combined his two passions: cars and writing. Smith began writing for
Car Craft magazine in and became editor in In , he assumed the role of editor for Hot Rod
magazine before returning to his first love of writing technical stories. Since , Jeff has held
various positions at Car Craft including editor , has written books on small block Chevy
performance, and even cultivated an impressive collection of and Chevelles. Now he serves as a
regular contributor to OnAllCylinders. Clinton Trout says: October 7, at am. Nathan says:
December 18, at pm. Jon Robben says: January 27, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email
address will not be published. Setting the ignition timing on a engine means you synchronize
the rotation of the distributor with the rotation of the crankshaft. This ensures that the spark
plug at each cylinder fires at the correct time. Every vehicle is equipped with a tuneup decal
somewhere inside the engine bay that provides the correct ignition timing value. It will be
expressed as a number of degrees before or after top dead center. Use this value to mark the
timing tab before checking the timing. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the distributor, and
plug the line with a bolt. Connect the positive lead red on the timing light to the positive battery
terminal on your vehicle. Connect the negative lead black on the timing light to the negative
battery terminal. The third wire on the timing light and its clip fits between the No. The No. Pull
the wire off the No. Make sure all the electrical leads for the timing light are routed away from
any moving parts on the engine and any parts that become excessively hot. Locate the timing
tag on the front of the engine. It will be bolted to the lower end of the timing chain cover. Clean
the timing tag using an automotive solvent. Locate the groove across the crankshaft pulley. You
may wish to "bump" the starter to rotate the groove to the top of the pulley. Do this by inserting
the key into the ignition and turning the key to start. Quickly turn the key back to the "off"
position before the engine can start. Continue until the groove is on top of the pulley. Use white
paint or chalk to highlight the groove on the crankshaft pulley. Also mark the value on the
timing tab that represents the correct ignition timing value as specified on the tuneup decal in
the engine bay. Turn on the engine and allow it to warm up to normal operating temperature.
Remember to keep the electrical leads from the timing light clear of the engine. Point the timing
light toward the timing tab and crankshaft pulley. The light will make the timing marks appear
stationary. If the two marks line up, the timing is set correctly. If not, you must adjust the timing.
Slightly loosen the locknut on the distributor clamp at the base of the distributor. You only need
to loosen the locknut enough to be able to rotate the distributor. Aim the timing light toward the
timing tab and crankshaft pulley. If the two marks are out of alignment, slowly rotate the
distributor until the marks line up. Tighten the locknut on the distributor clamp at the base of
the distributor. Turn on the engine. Use the timing light to make sure the mark on the timing tab
and the groove on the crankshaft pulley are still in alignment. Turn off the engine. Unplug and
then reconnect the vacuum line to the distributor. Jeffrey Caldwell has been a freelance writer
for over five months and has published over articles on websites like eHow and Trails. Caldwell
writes articles on a wide range of topics including travel, camping and automotive mechanics.
Step 1 Disconnect the vacuum hose from the distributor, and plug the line with a bolt. Step 2
Connect the positive lead red on the timing light to the positive battery terminal on your vehicle.
Step 3 The third wire on the timing light and its clip fits between the No. Step 4 Make sure all the
electrical leads for the timing light are routed away from any moving parts on the engine and
any parts that become excessively hot. Step 5 Locate the timing tag on the front of the engine.
Step 6 Locate the groove across the crankshaft pulley. Step 1 Turn on the engine and allow it to
warm up to normal operating temperature. Step 2 Point the timing light toward the timing tab
and crankshaft pulley. Adjusting the Timing on a Engine Step 1 Shut the engine off. Step 2
Slightly loosen the locknut on the distributor clamp at the base of the distributor. Step 3 Turn
the engine on. Step 4 Aim the timing light toward the timing tab and crankshaft pulley. Step 5
Shut off the engine. Step 6 Tighten the locknut on the distributor clamp at the base of the
distributor. Step 7 Turn on the engine. Step 8 Turn off the engine. Disconnect the timing light

from the engine and battery. Haynes; If you have a engine with an H. The high voltages used in
these systems can cause arcing between the No. Timing light Automotive cleaning solvent
Chalk or white paint GM ignition wrench. When working on an engine while it is running, always
be aware of moving parts of the engine, such as the engine fan and drive belts. Also be aware of
any parts of the engine that may become excessively hot, such as the heads and exhaust
manifolds. This is a little how-to for setting the initial ignition timing on a small block Chevy
before its ever been run. This is simply done by removing the spark plug from cylinder one and
putting a finger over the hole. Then slowly turning over the engine with a long wrench or
breaker bar on the harmonic damper bolt and feeling for when air stops blowing out of the plug
hole. When it stops, you should be near TDC. Generally, we try to aim the rotor so its pointing in
the direction of where cylinder one is physically on the engine. It just makes more sense this
way rather than using one of the posts at the back. You may remove your distributor completely
from the engine to align the rotor by hand if its degrees away from the post you will be using for
cylinder 1. You will also need an oil pump priming tool to rotate the gear on the oil pump so that
the rotor can align properly. Once the distributor is re-installed and the rotor is pointing in the
direction of cylinder one, you need to be sure that the rotor and the post are closely aligned as
possible. That is, the rotor should be aimed directly at the post for cylinder one under the cap.
To help with this, use a marker and put a mark on the cap to note which post is the one for
cylinder one. Make sure this mark is aligned perfectly with the post. Now, when you slip the cap
over the distributor, you can kind of see where the post is aiming. There is quite a bit of margin
of error here. Congratulations, the engine is now timed to ZERO degrees, or at least close
enough. But you probably wont be able to start the engine with this little timing; to start it, you
will have to rotate the distributor by hand counter-clockwise to advance the timing until it fires.
Its always nice to have a friend help you with this because they can crank the car while you
advance the distributor. Of course, use a timing light to properly set the timing once the engine
is running. This method can be used to start an engine that has some sort of after market digital
fuel injection system as well. It is recommended to set a 10 degree advance offset for the Chevy
HEI 8-pin system. Your ECU should have a location where to set this offset, and once this is set,
this location will become the new zero. Just make sure your ignition table in the ECU is
matching what the timing light is saying after things get going. You can follow all the replies to
this entry through the comments feed. Guess it is a refresher for people who do know. I
assumed that the reader already understood how to time an engine, just not how to on a fresh
engineâ€¦. My motor has no distributor installed it was on 1 the line on harmonic balancer lined
up. The oil pump gear was needing to be turned. Anyhow the gear lined up at the motor seamed
to be degree off so I tried it the other way. Now my question is can I check 1 by the valves from
the last cylinder fired 2 to find 1 coming up then I
1992 jaguar xjs fuse box diagram
free wiring schematics for 2001 lincoln ls
7 way round trailer plug wiring diagram
know the harmonic line is truly on 1 and not off. What should the degree of advanced timing be
on a chev. Write your thoughts. John Milmont on October 20, â€” 8 Comments. Next is to take
off the distributor cap and aim the rotor at cylinder 1. February 16, - pm Permalink. John
Milmont. February 26, - am Permalink. August 18, - pm Permalink. April 23, - pm Permalink.
February 20, - pm Permalink. May 29, - am Permalink. Chris Miller. November 14, - am Permalink.
June 16, - pm Permalink. Nice write up. Recent Posts Cosmo MuchoMacho. Silly name, good
tires Adjustable end-links for classic muscle cars Understanding turbo choke Fixing the
treadwear rule California looks to remove freedoms after Kevin Hart crash The shocking
importance of an Oil Catch Can Rambling about brakes Going fast on OE style rotors GM to
close plants and cut jobs â€” and people are upset? Is it possible to make modern power with a
gen 1 small block chevy? Setting the correct pinion angle Flowmaster Pro Series Muffler.

